How to play:
To use the Elemental Furies expansion set, shuffle the 4 game-board cards into your Dragon War deck & lay out the game as usual. Place the larger 4 Elemental /Minion boards to the side of the playing field, Minion side on top of its corresponding Elemental. When you land on one of the small Elemental game-board cards you confront its larger Minion side-board, which you must defeat. You then remove it from play, revealing the Elemental side-board which was underneath the Minion side-board. Now, the next time the game-board card for that Elemental is landed on, you must then defeat the actual Elemental by following the instructions on that card. Some of the elementals have 2 rounds before they are defeated. Once the Minion and his Elemental master have been destroyed, these side-board cards and corresponding game-board cards are taken out of play.